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Abstract—Edge computing (EC) is a promising technology
capable of bridging the gap between Cloud computing services
and the demands of emerging technologies such as the Internet of
Things (IoT). Most EC-based solutions, from wearable devices to
smart cities architectures, benefit from Machine Learning (ML)
methods to perform various tasks, such as classification. In these
cases, ML solutions need to deal efficiently with a huge amount of
data, while balancing predictive performance, memory and time
costs, and energy consumption. The fact that these data usu-
ally come in the form of a continuous and evolving data stream
makes the scenario even more challenging. Many algorithms have
been proposed to cope with data stream classification, e.g., Very
Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) and Strict VFDT (SVFDT). Recently,
Online Local Boosting (OLBoost) has also been introduced to
improve predictive performance without modifying the underly-
ing structure of the decision tree produced by these algorithms.
In this work, we compared the four-way relationship among
time efficiency, energy consumption, predictive performance, and
memory costs, tuning the hyperparameters of VFDT and the
two versions of SVFDT with and without OLBoost. Experiments
over 6 benchmark datasets using an EC device revealed that
VFDT and SVFDT-I were the most energy-friendly algorithms,
with SVFDT-I also significantly reducing memory consumption.
OLBoost, as expected, improved the predictive performance, but
caused a deterioration in memory and energy consumption.

Index Terms—Machine learning, data stream mining, energy
efficiency, Internet of Things, edge computing.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE GROWING adoption of Internet of Things (IoT)
solutions demands methods capable of extracting accu-

rate information from raw sensor data [1], [2] and managing
huge volumes of data [3]. Over the years, different problems
involving data analysis have been tackled successfully with
Machine Learning (ML). For example, performing anomaly
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detection for cybersecurity, spam filtering, weather forecast-
ing, medical diagnosis, image classification and segmentation,
and driving autonomous vehicles. However, IoT systems have
some particularities that pose additional challenges towards
ML algorithms application.

Smart grids are a typical example. They make use of a
large number of sensors for monitoring customers’ energy
consumption, electric quantities from power grid devices, and
data from the surrounding environment (e.g., temperature and
humidity) [4]. These data are continuously collected from
multiple points, which are spread across large geographical
areas. Then, ML algorithms might be applied to build intel-
ligent solutions using this data. However, most sensors are
resource-constrained and cannot run ML algorithms, while
sending all this data to a remote dedicated server may cause
latency and bandwidth issues.

To avoid the strain of transmitting all data to a remote
data center, micro servers can be placed at the network edge,
close to the sensors. These micro servers are responsible
for processing the collected data and making decisions when
possible, reducing the dependence on central servers, which
can improve the overall performance of the entire system.
Deploying devices to allow computation at the network edge,
close to the data source, is the core idea of the Edge
Computing (EC) paradigm [5], [6].

Even though EC devices seem to solve the problem of run-
ning ML algorithms over sensor data completely, there are
some challenges yet to overcome. Edge devices are certainly
more robust than IoT sensors, but they still may struggle to
meet the requirements of some ML algorithms since they are
not high-end servers. Alongside EC limitations, sensor data
is also an issue for traditional ML. Firstly, it usually comes
in the form of a continuous and evolving data stream, which
is potentially infinite, meaning that storing data is very diffi-
cult [7]–[9]. Additionally, the evolving nature of data streams
makes ML solutions need to continuously update their learning
models to produce fast and reliable results.

Many ML algorithms have been proposed for data stream
classification [8], [10]–[13]. Among them, the Very Fast
Decision Tree (VFDT) [10] induces a decision tree in an
online fashion. A modification of the VFDT, called Strict
VFDT (SVFDT) [13], was also proposed to control tree growth
while maintaining predictive performance and processing time.
Furthermore, Online Local Boosting (OLBoost) [14] was
introduced to increase the predictive performance of online
decision trees without modifying their resulting decision tree.
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Although they were vastly evaluated in multiple datasets [7],
[8], [10]–[15], energy costs were only assessed along with
other performance measurements for VFDT and SVFDT in
our previous work [16]. However, the evaluation of these
algorithms in an EC device was not addressed. Furthermore,
solutions in this scenario need to be even more aware of their
computational costs.

In this work, we consider that ML algorithms for stream
classification may be suitable for EC environments. Therefore,
we evaluate the trade-off among four key performance aspects
of the execution of data stream classification in an EC device,
namely energy consumption, predictive performance, memory
costs, and time costs. The experiments were carried out for
VFDT and SVFDT with and without OLBoost. VFDT acts
as a default baseline for our comparisons, while SVFDT is a
more memory friendly alternative. OLBoost provides a way
to increase predictive performance without seriously compro-
mising energy, memory, and time costs, as ensemble solutions
would. The tests were performed over six binary benchmark
datasets in a Raspberry Pi, which has been frequently pointed
as a platform for EC devices [6], [17]–[19].

This work is an extension of [16], whose main goal was to
analyze the four-way relationship of predictive performance,
memory and time costs and energy consumption of VFDT
and SVFDTs, without OLBoost, in a desktop computer. That
work was an introductory study and its result motivated further
analysis in a platform actually employed in EC applications.
In this sense, we extend the previous work in the following
main aspects:

1) To address the EC paradigm, experiments were per-
formed in a Raspberry Pi, a typical EC device with
limited memory and processing capability;

2) The impact of OLBoost in the VFDT and SVFDTs was
also assessed.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows.
Section II highlights the importance of considering energy,
accuracy, memory and time in the EC context. Section III
describes the data stream mining algorithms used in this work.
In Section IV we present the experimental setup. Results and
Discussions are contained in Section V. Section VI presents
the main conclusions and directions of future work.

II. EC PERFORMANCE TRADE-OFF

When selecting the best algorithm for a particular appli-
cation, different aspects must be considered. For EC, it
is important to consider the adequacy of an algorithm in
the following main aspects: energy consumption, predictive
performance, memory resources and time costs. These aspects
are essential to address the device limitations and the evolving
nature of collected data.

Time costs: Traditional ML algorithms have two separated
time costs: one of inducing the model and another of per-
forming predictions [20]. However, when using data stream
algorithms, both times are combined into a single unit since
these algorithms need to be continuously updated while also
performing predictions when requested [9], [13]. In other
words, using traditional ML algorithms consists of first induc-
ing the algorithm using data collected during some time span

and then performing predictions. On the other hand, both
phases occur in parallel in data stream algorithms. In most
IoT and EC cases, the longer the time to induce the model,
the more accurate it becomes [21]. However, as inducing time
increases, energy consumption can also increase, meaning that
time is an influential factor.

Energy consumption: IoT applications and EC devices, two
common domains for data stream mining, may rely on batter-
ies [6]. This highlights the importance of algorithms with low
power consumption because they can contribute to reducing
the need for replacing, recharging or disposing of those batter-
ies [22], [23]. Also, energy-efficient computing is fundamental
since information and communications technology has been
pointed out as responsible for significant power demand, which
generates carbon and other pollutant emissions during its pro-
duction [24], [25]. Lastly, the greater the energy consumption,
the greater the heat produced, which affects the durability
and reliability of hardware metrics [22] and demands higher
expenses with cooling systems [26].

Predictive performance: Several EC-based applications
depend on acquiring data for online analysis and monitoring.
The adoption of classifiers in this type of system may seek
different objectives such as detecting attacks [27] or identi-
fying faults in the system [28]. Consequently, the required
predictive performance is highly dependent on the appli-
cation’s nature. A very critical system, for example, may
require higher predictive performance, even if this means to
use more computational resources. However, in EC devices,
those resources are limited. For this reason, it is impor-
tant to investigate how predictive performance is affected by
strategies adopted by data stream algorithms to cope with
resource limitations. Furthermore, the volume of data and their
fast-changing behavior have revealed a challenging task [29].

Memory resources: Unlike most data centers and cloud plat-
forms, which rely on dedicated high-end servers, EC setups
may consist of devices like single board computers, routers,
gateways, and access points [17], [18]. Most of these devices are
not primarily designed to run intensive computing tasks, so they
have significantly less memory than typical servers. This issue
emphasizes the need for algorithms that are lightweight and use
limited computational resources. One class of algorithms capa-
ble of dealing with these constraints are data stream algorithms.
Memory management is even more relevant for non-parametric
algorithms because the number of free parameters evolves with
the number of training examples [30]. For other types of algo-
rithms, like linear models, memory costs depend on the number
of features of the problem. Modifications of the VFDT provide
more memory-friendly models due to the capability of online
updates, without the need to store data. Although this leads
to lower predictive performance, the amount of memory used
decreases and the accuracy is still satisfactory [13]. Since com-
putational resources are limited in EC devices, the trade-off of
achieving a slightly lower accuracy at the cost of significantly
saving memory is very beneficial.

III. DATA STREAM CLASSIFICATION

ML algorithms, traditionally, model knowledge from static
and previously stored datasets [13]. However, there is a
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growing demand for solutions capable of dealing with huge
volumes of data that come in the form of streams. This
assumes that new data can arrive at any time and storing these
data is impracticable. It is important to highlight that learn-
ing from a data stream means to create and keep the model
updated throughout the stream. Additionally, tackling concept
drifts, i.e., the change of data distribution over time, is also
important [7], [31]. Moreover, in EC scenarios, model updates
must be fast, and the memory available and processing power
are limited, requiring suitable algorithms capable of efficiently
managing processing time and memory space while keeping
competitive accuracy.

Among several data stream classification algorithms, the
original extension of decision trees for dealing with data
streams, VFDT, is one of the most widely used and subject
to modifications [32]. The SVFDT obtained similar accuracy
results to the VFDT for several problems [13] while expending
less computational resources, which meets the requirements of
EC devices. Recently, OLBoost [14] improved the predictive
performance of both algorithms without increasing resource
consumption in the way an ensemble solution would. Next,
the three algorithms are further detailed.

A. Very Fast Decision Tree

Hoeffding Bound (HB) theorem has been the foundation
for many of data stream algorithms, e.g., VFDT [10]. VFDT
is a tree-based ML algorithm which employs HB to perform
splits when growing a tree. Its execution is based on a con-
tinuous variable v, whose values are bounded by the interval
[vmin , vmax ], with a range of values R = vmax −vmin , that is
independently observed n times and, according to these obser-
vations, has a mean of v . Then, the HB theorem states that the
mean of this variable when n → ∞ is vn→∞ and bounded
by the interval [v − ε, v + ε] with statistical probability 1− δ,
where

ε =

√
R2 ln

(
1
δ

)
2n

. (1)

VFDT uses the HB theorem to check whether the best split
candidate would remain the best if the tree received addi-
tional instances. It is important to note the split attempt is
based on a heuristic measure G(.), such as Information Gain
(IG) or Gini Index (GI), by computing ε and checking if
G(best) − G(second_best) = ΔG < ε, where G(best) and
G(second_best) are the G(.) values of the best split candidate
feature and the second best one.

A model is created by VFDT using a single instance at
a time, requiring limited computational memory resources.
Under realistic assumptions, it has the same asymptotic
performance as the induction of a decision tree induced
by a standard batch algorithm [9]. The algorithm maintains
and updates the instances’ class distribution for each leaf to
compute the number of instances of each class. Moreover,
computing numerical estimators are also employed to keep the
relationship between feature values and class distributions.

To increase the predictive performance, lightweight classifi-
cation algorithms are used at the leaves, with Adaptive Naive

Bayes (ANB) being the most widely applied [33]. Also, three
hyperparameters (GP, τ and δ) need to be set to enhance the
performance. GP states the amount of instances between each
split attempt. A high value will result in fewer split attempts
and a smaller tree. On the other hand, a low GP allows a faster
adaptation, resulting in a larger tree. τ allows splits when a
high amount of instances were observed regardless of HB was
satisfied. When increasing it, fewer instances will be needed
to ignore HB. An extremely high value coupled with a low
GP results in an overfitted and low-performance tree. On the
other way round, very low τ values may retain tree growth,
resulting in a small and low-performance tree. Finally, δ affects
the computation of HB. Considering higher values, ε will be
smaller, which has a similar effect as increasing τ , whereas a
small δ results in a larger ε and produces the same effect as
decreasing τ .

Although the GP and τ hyperparameters influence in
predictive performance, memory and time costs have already
been evaluated in [10], [13], [15], [25], [34], [35], energy
consumption has, to the best of our knowledge, only been
considered for this algorithm in [25] and [16]. A more in-
depth analysis of the relationship of the hyperparameters and
usage of these resources in EC devices is needed.

B. Strict Very Fast Decision Tree

The SVFDT algorithm is a modification of VFDT [13],
which creates smaller decision trees than VFDT with very
similar predictive performance. It implements additional rules
to block tree growth using the following ϕ function:

ϕ(x ,X ) =

{
True, if x ≥ X − σ(X )
False, otherwise

(2)

where X is a set of observed values, X is their mean, σ(X )
is their standard deviation, and x is a new observation.

There are two SVFDT algorithm versions: the SVFDT-I
and SVFDT-II, both using three assumptions: i) A leaf node
should only split when there is a minimum uncertainty of class
assumption (e.g., high entropy) associated with the instances,
according to previous and current statistics. ii) A similar
amount of instances should be observed across all leaf nodes.
iii) The feature used for splitting should significantly decrease
uncertainty (e.g., a high IG) according to previous statistics.
The difference between the versions is related to the fact
that SVFDT-II employs additional skipping mechanisms to
speed-up growth when class uncertainty is too high or this
uncertainty is largely reduced.

SVFDT, as evaluated in [13] and [15], reduces memory con-
sumption without compromising predictive performance and
achieves time speed-up. Although the computations added by
SVFDT may be insignificant when considering the mentioned
performance metrics, energy consumption can be affected,
positively or negatively, as shown in [16].

C. Online Local Boosting

OLBoost is an algorithm created to increase predictive
performance, which works alongside online decision trees
(ODTs) [14]. It uses the assumption that instances being
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Fig. 1. OLBoost coupled with VFDT/SVFDT in the training and prediction
phases.

wrongly classified are required to be used more times when
inducing a model, while, on the other hand, instances that are
easily classified can even be ignored during the training phase.
Note that it works using an ANB or a simple majority class
predictor. Figure 1 shows how OLBoost works when coupled
with VFDT and the SVFDTs.

OLBoost is grounded on the presumption that the instances
of an (unbounded) data stream are presented one at a time
to the online learning algorithm. After the ODT algorithm
processes an instance, OLBoost outputs the probabilities vec-
tor of this instance’s class and extracts sampling weights from
a Poisson distribution, similarly to [36]. Thus, the predictor
(NB, ANB, or majority class) used by OLBoost is updated
based on the probability estimated by the leaf of an instance
being from its real class. Subsequently, the instance is used to
update the leaf statistics with a normal weight of 1 and a split
attempt is performed.

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section presents the datasets employed in this work,
the evaluation metrics used and the experimental setup.

A. Datasets

To compare VFDT and the SVFDTs energetic efficiency,
predictive performance, and memory and time costs, we used

6 binary benchmark datasets for data stream classification.
These datasets cover both real-life and synthetic datasets. Sea
and usenet datasets present, in addition, concept drifts. Table I
summarizes the main aspects of each dataset.

A brief explanation of the datasets follows:
• Agrawal dataset [37], [41]: generates data according to

classification functions using six numeric (salary, com-
mission, age, hvalue, hyears, loan) and three categorical
(elevel, car, zipcode) features. This dataset was generated
using the default settings in the MOA framework [38]
(function 1 and perturbation fraction of 0.05).

• Airline dataset [38]: each instance of this dataset cor-
responds to a flight from one airport to another. The
instances have 2 class values, which describe if that
flight was delayed or not, given the information of the
scheduled departure.

• Hyperplane dataset (hyper) [38]: this dataset originated
from the rotation in a hyperplane configured to generate
two classes based on 10 numeric features.

• Electricity Pricing dataset (elec) [38]: this dataset
was collected from the Australian New South Wales
Electricity Market, where electricity prices are not fixed.
The prices are affected by the demand and supply of the
market and updated every five minutes. The dataset output
identifies the changes in the price (2 possible classes: up
or down) relative to a moving average of the last 24 hours.
Additionally, this dataset exhibits temporal dependencies
among instances.

• SEA dataset (sea) [39]: all features of this dataset are
numeric between 0 and 10, with only the first two
being relevant. An instance is considered as being from
class 0 if relevant_feature1 + relevant_feature2 > θ. This
threshold θ changes four times every 15,000 instances
with values 8, 9, 7, and 9.5 resulting in a total
of 60,000 instances. Additionally, the dataset has 10%
of noise.

• Usenet dataset (usenet) [40]: simulation of news filtering
with concept drift related to the change of interest of a
user over time. Each instance has 659 binary features
describing the presence or absence of a respective word
in the piece of text. The two classes indicate if a virtual
user is interested in this kind of news or not. The concept
drift occurs by making this virtual user lose interest in
some types of news and gain in others.

B. Energy Consumption Measurement

In computing systems, energy, i.e., the capacity for produc-
ing work, is delivered as electricity [26]. To address the task
of measuring it, some consumption monitors were developed
without the need for additional hardware metrics [42], [43].
In this work, we adopted PowerAPI, an application pro-
gramming interface (API) that monitors the power usage
of running processes based on information collected from
hardware elements of the operating system [43]. When com-
pared with a power meter, the PowerAPI margin of error
is between 0.5% and 3% [44], motivating choosing it in
this work.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE DATASETS USED IN THE EXPERIMENT

Generally, energy consumption (E) is computed as the
product of power (P) and time (t),

E = P × t . (3)

Usually, power changes over time, so that the total used
energy for performing a task is given by

E =

∫ tF

t0

P(t)× dt . (4)

where t0 means the beggining of the task, and tF , the end.
Assuming that the power usage is sampled at fixed and

sufficiently small time intervals tS , Equation 4 can be approx-
imated to

E =
N∑
i=1

Pi × tS , (5)

where N represents the total number of samples.
Specifically for our case, based on the computational costs

(Pcomp) calculated by PowerAPI software approach, it is pos-
sible to compute the total energy consumption of a process
following:

E [J ] =
N∑
i=1

Pcomp,i [W ]× tS [s ]. (6)

Although energy consumption and processing time are
related, measuring energy consumption is still important
because power introduces a non-linearity to this relationship.
For instance, reducing the frequency of a processor for specific
processes can lead to longer executions along with a decrease
in power. This can reduce energy consumption even though
the time increases [45].

Physically, energy-efficiency is the ratio between the work
done and the total energy spent to accomplish this work, but as
expressed in [46], it is a generic term and can be understood as
the ratio between the useful output of a process and the energy
input into a process. In this sense, when comparing the energy-
efficiency of two or more algorithms, the most efficient is the
one that uses the least energy to produce the same amount of
useful output.

C. Evaluation Setup

VFDT, SVFDT-I, SVFDT-II, and their versions with
OLBoost were chosen as learning algorithms. The conceptual
simplicity and extensive use of trees in streams [47] motivated

TABLE II
HYPERPARAMETERS FOR THE BASE LEARNERS USED IN THE

EXPERIMENT

the choice of this family of algorithms. We evaluated the algo-
rithms while varying two hyperparameters (GP and τ ). These
settings are presented in Table II. Additionally, we used H and
IG as impurity and gain metrics.

For each dataset, the prequential learning method [9] was
performed four times in a row for each algorithm to com-
pute the mean energy consumption, accuracy, processing time
and memory consumption. This learning method consists of
presenting each instance individually to the algorithm, asking
for a classification (which is used to evaluate the model, e.g.,
compute its accuracy) and then using the instance to update
the model. We did not use the results of the first of the four
executions due to its unstable behavior. In the first execution
of each pair classifier-dataset, the needed data was accessed
for the first time after the device was turned on. Afterward,
for the remaining executions, the operating system optimized
the access to this data due to its recurrent use. As a result,
the performance metrics collected for the first execution are
unstable, while the metrics collected for the other executions
are more stable. Along with accuracy, Kappa M [48] was also
used to measure how a classifier performs in comparison with
a majority class predictor.

The algorithms and experimental environment were imple-
mented in Python and Cython and the code is publicly
available.1 The experiments were performed on a Raspberry
Pi 2 Model B with a thermal design power (TDP) of 4 W. It
has 900 MHz quad-core ARM Cortex A7 CPU. However, the
code uses only a single processor. Raspberry Pi is a single-
board computer widely used in EC projects, as can be seen
in [6], [17]–[19]. The PowerAPI was configured to capture
the mean power of the intervals, using the procfs module [49]
with a sampling period of 1 ms.

In order to compare multiple algorithms across multiple
datasets, we employed the Friedman’s statistical test with a
significance level (α) of 0.05. After that, we applied post-hoc
test of Nemenyi, which generates a Critical Distance (CD) and

1https://github.com/vturrisi/pystream
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TABLE III
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION VALUES FOR ENERGY CONSUMPTION, ACCURACY, KAPPA M, MEMORY SIZE AND TIME FOR EACH COMBINATION

OF ALGORITHM AND DATASET. THE BOLD VALUES CORRESPOND TO THE BEST MEAN RESULT FOR EACH METRIC IN THE DATASET

can be illustrated in a diagram. The performance of algorithms
connected by the CD are statistically equal at α [50].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. General Results

Table III presents the performance metrics for the datasets
and algorithms. The mean and standard deviation values were
computed based on the variation caused by the τ and GP
hyperparameters.

From the table, some particular results can be observed for
the different datasets: at the same time that agrawal was the
dataset with the highest accuracy (with mean values varying
from 0.945 to 0.948), it was one of most time costing, and
energy-consuming dataset. For the same dataset, the mean
energy consumption varied from 69.355 to 79.409 J, depend-
ing on the chosen algorithm. It is also noteworthy that the
mean memory varied from 0.194 to 9.519 MB according to
the algorithm, which is a significant difference. However, this
was the only dataset that presented more than 2 best metrics
for the same algorithm.

Airlines is a dataset similar to agrawal in number of fea-
tures, with about half of instances. However, the energy and
time spent were very comparable and this dataset required, in

general, more memory than the previous one. For airlines, the
mean memory varied from 6.479 to 56.510 MB.

The elec dataset presented lower sensitivity to algorithm
selection than the previous datasets, i.e., the variation in
energy, accuracy, memory and time when using different algo-
rithms for elec was not as noticeable as for agrawal and air-
lines. Also, the standard deviations related to this dataset were
one of the lowest among the experimented datasets, meaning
that hyperparameter modification incurred in a modest change
in performance.

The sea dataset registered results comparable to elec, with
small mean and standard deviation. The biggest standard
deviation values were found for the time metric.

The usenet was the only dataset which OLBoost did not
deliver the best accuracy performance for. It also presented
the lowest Kappa M, being very close to 0, meaning that
the performance of the classifier was comparable to a major-
ity baseline (i.e., a classifier that always outputs the majority
class).

The general results of the table are: OLBoost tended to
provide the best accuracy and Kappa M whereas the default
versions of VFDT and SVFDT tended to generate lower costs
in energy, memory and time.

In the following Sections (V-B–E), we will discuss each
performance metric separately. To this end, we constructed
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Fig. 2. Boxplots of time of VFDT, SVFDT-I and SVFDT-II, and their
versions with OLBoost.

Fig. 3. Comparison of time performance among VFDT, SVFDT-I and
SVFDT-II, and their versions with OLBoost according to Nemenyi test with
α = 0.05.

four boxplots (one for each metric) using the mean
performance metric obtained by each algorithm across all
datasets while varying the GP and τ values. Additionally,
Friedman’s statistical test and the post-hoc Nemenyi test were
employed to verify the statistical differences. CD diagrams
were created with these results and ranked in order to show
the better algorithms for that metric in the first positions of
the ranking and the worse algorithms in the last positions.

B. Time Costs

Figure 2 shows the boxplot for time results per algorithm.
According to the reported results, VFDT was less time con-

suming than SVFDTs. This is mostly related to the fact that
SVFDT enforces additional computations each time a leaf
tries to turn into a split node. It is interesting to note that
SVFDT-II presented very high time variations. This indicates
that SVFDT-II may be more suggestible to the used hyperpa-
rameters, varying from being as fast as VFDT to as slower
as SVFDT-I. When adding OLBoost to the ODTs algorithms,
time was greatly increased. It demonstrates that time is directly
impacted by the additional updates employed by the OLBoost
strategy. The high time variations of SVFDT-II were also
found for its version with OLBoost.

The time analysis of the ODT algorithms was reinforced by
the statistical tests, as exposed in Figure 3, which presents the
CD diagram for time.

Considering Figure 3, VFDT has a statistical difference to
the other algorithms, being the fastest. There were no sig-
nificant differences between SVFDTs, the second best in the
ranking. The OLBoost versions were connected among them
by the CD and placed as last in the ranking, showing that
OLBoost statistically implied in more time usage.

Fig. 4. Boxplots of energy usage of VFDT, SVFDT-I and SVFDT-II, and
their versions with OLBoost.

Fig. 5. Comparison of energy usage among VFDT, SVFDT-I and SVFDT-II,
and their versions with OLBoost according to Nemenyi test with α = 0.05.

C. Energy Consumption

Figure 4 shows the boxplot for the energy metric. The
results are shown for the six algorithms.

VFDT had the lowest median value for energy consumption.
SVFDT-I presented a similar performance, but with a narrower
box. Among the algorithms without OLBoost, SVFDT-II is
the one that required more energy. When using OLBoost, the
energy consumption of all algorithms rose: the first quartiles of
VFDT and SVFDT-I with OLBoost were higher than VFDT
and SVFDT-I’s third quartile. SVFDT-II with OLBoost was
the most costly combination in terms of energy among the 6
algorithms in absolute values.

The comparison between Figures 2 and 4 suggests that
SVFDT-I operations without OLBoost used less total power
than SVFDT-II (also without OLBoost) operations. As
Equation 3 shows, if P increases (or is constant) and t
increases, E also increases. In Figure 2, the median time for
SVFDT-I increased in relation to SVFDT-II. In contrast, in
Figure 4, the median energy of SVFDT-I decreased in relation
to SVFDT-II. Thus, as time increased and energy decreased,
the total power mandatorily decreased. An analogous analysis
can be made for the algorithms versions with OLBoost.

The statistical tests illustrated in Figure 5 confirm OLBoost
increased the energy consumption. The algorithms without
OLBoost consumed less energy than with OLBoost and
presented no significant difference among them.

D. Accuracy

Figure 6 shows the boxplot for accuracy results of the six
algorithms.

When considering accuracy, VFDT, SVFDT-I, and
SVFDT-II had similar performance, with a median of around
0.78. When using OLBoost, the accuracy of the three
algorithms increased, resulting in around 0.79.
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Fig. 6. Boxplots of accuracy of VFDT, SVFDT-I and SVFDT-II, and their
versions with OLBoost.

Fig. 7. Comparison of accuracy performance among VFDT, SVFDT-I and
SVFDT-II, and their versions with OLBoost according to Nemenyi test with
α = 0.05.

Fig. 8. Boxplots of memory usage of VFDT, SVFDT-I and SVFDT-II, and
their versions with OLBoost.

Although this difference was around only 0.01, Figure 7
shows that OLBoost statistically increased the accuracy
performance, since the first group connects the three algo-
rithms with OLBoost and the second group contains the three
algorithms without OLBoost.

E. Memory Consumption

Figure 8 shows the boxplot of memory results of the six
algorithms.

SVFDT-I was the most memory conservative, with a median
memory usage of less than 2.5 MB. SVFDT-II was slightly
worse, followed by VFDT. It is important to note that both
SVFDTs, for all hyperparameter configurations, consumed
much less memory than any VFDT. Although this difference
(in amount of MBs) may not seem significant at first sight,
it must be considered that these devices have low computa-
tional resources, so any amount of memory saved is beneficial.
OLBoost brought little overhead to these algorithms, espe-
cially for VFDT. However, SVFDTs with OLBoost used less
memory than VFDT without OLBoost. SVFDTs were already

Fig. 9. Comparison of memory performance among VFDT, SVFDT-I and
SVFDT-II, and their versions with OLBoost according to Nemenyi test with
α = 0.05.

expected to use less memory due to the growth control mech-
anism they are based on. OLBoost works in parallel with
the ODT algorithm without using or modifying any statistic
used by it. In this sense, OLBoost uses additional memory
resources because it needs to store its own statistics to per-
form predictions and updates when needed. However, this is
directly linked to the size of the tree, since the number of
extra classifiers used by OLBoost is equal to the number of
leaves in the tree. So, the impact of adding OLBoost to smaller
decision trees is much lower than to add it to larger trees.

Figure 9 shows the memory consumption CD diagram.
Indeed, SVFDT-I was the algorithm that required the least
memory. Following it in the ranking, SVFDT-II and SVFDT-I
with OLBoost had no statistical difference at a significance
level of 5%. After that, SVFDT-II with OLBoost and VFDT
did not present a significant difference. At last, VFDT with
OLBoost version required the most memory, being the worst
case for this metric.

F. Handling the Trade-Off

Considering the EC challenges, the trade-off among the four
performance metrics is very important. For example, an algo-
rithm that has a very high predictive performance might not
be suitable due to its memory costs.

So far, we explored each performance metric individually.
To analyze them concomitantly, we first averaged the results of
all datasets for each combination of algorithm, GP and τ . We
also took the average between the executions. As an outcome,
there were 36 cases that represented the four performance met-
rics according to GP, τ and algorithm. After that, the data
related to energy, time and memory were normalized by divid-
ing all the cases by the case that assumed the highest value
in that metric. Thus, the maximum value for a certain metric
became 1. The accuracy data were transformed into error by
taking 1−accuracy.

Then, we selected the combinations that resulted in the 2
lowest values for each performance metric (best 5%) and cre-
ated a radar plot to ease the comparison among the metric
under analysis and the three remaining ones (for instance,
when the best values for energy were selected, the three axes of
the radar corresponded to time, error and memory). This was
made to evaluate the interaction among the metrics and how
prioritizing one component influences the others. Figure 10
presents these radar plots.

For time-costs, VFDT exposed the lowest time consumption
with τ = 0.10 and varying the GP between 750 and 1000.
The corresponding radar plot shows that similar values can be
observed in predictive performance, but energy and memory
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Fig. 10. Interaction of complementary metrics for the best combinations of algorithm, GP and τ when prioritizing time (a), energy (b), error (c) and
memory (d).

requirements differ for the different values of GP. The polygon
areas in this situation were:

• 0.215 for VFDT (GP = 1000, τ = 0.10);
• 0.294 for VFDT (GP = 750, τ = 0.10).

Thus, from low time cost perspective, the usage of VFDT with
GP=1000 and τ = 0.10 is suggested.

For energy consumption, two combinations delivered the
lowest results: VFDT with GP = 1000 and τ = 0.05 and
VFDT with GP = 1000 and τ = 0.10. Analyzing the comple-
mentary metrics, for time and error, both cases had similar
performance. On the other hand, the memory size when
using τ = 0.05 was smaller. For each polygon, the areas
corresponded to:

• 0.181 for VFDT (GP = 1000, τ = 0.10);
• 0.135 for VFDT (GP = 1000, τ = 0.05).

In this sense, when prioritizing lowest energy consumption,
VFDT with GP = 1000 and τ = 0.05 would be the most
recommended.

Taking into account error, it was not possible to select only
2 configurations because 4 configurations reached the same
lowest error: VFDT coupled to OLBoost with GP = 1000
and τ = 0.05 and τ = 0.10, and VFDT coupled to OLBoost
with GP = 500 and τ = 0.05 and τ = 0.10. Looking at the
corresponding radar plot, it is observable that memory size

represented the biggest difference among them, influencing in
the areas of the polygons, which were:

• 0.746 for VFDT with OLBoost (GP = 1000, τ = 0.10);
• 0.561 for VFDT with OLBoost (GP= 1000, τ = 0.05);
• 0.649 for VFDT with OLBoost (GP = 500, τ = 0.05);
• 1.109 for VFDT with OLBoost (GP = 500, τ = 0.10).

Based on the areas, it is also possible to infer that the prioriti-
zation of lower error (i.e., higher accuracy) leads to the choice
of VFDT with OLBooost, using GP = 1000 and τ = 0.05 as
hyperparameters values.

Next, the combinations that demonstrated the lowest
requirements of memory size were SVFDT-I varying the GP
between 750 and 1000, and maintaining τ = 0.05. The area
values of the polygons presented a slight difference:

• 0.480 for SVFDT-I (GP = 750, τ = 0.05);
• 0.484 for SVFDT-I (GP = 1000, τ = 0.05).

Regarding lower memory size preference (which is a funda-
mental specification of hardware selection), the most appropri-
ate choice would be SVFDT-I with GP = 750 and τ = 0.05.

Summarizing the presented results, for each performance
metric, the best configurations of algorithm and hyperpa-
rameters were observed. When the metrics energy, time, or
predictive performance were prioritized, the complementary
metrics were mostly similar among them for the different best
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Fig. 11. Tree growth according to the percentage of the stream for GP = 1000 and τ = 0.05 (a) and GP = 500 and τ = 0.1 (b). Since OLBoost does not
influence tree growth, they have the same number of nodes as the version without OLBoost.

configurations. Memory, however, when figuring as a comple-
mentary metric, expressed a high variability. In general, VFDT
had a distinguished performance for time cost, energy and

predictive performance. As for memory cost, as reinforced by
Figures 8 and 9, SVFDT-I demonstrated to be the most memory
conservative among the algorithms applied in the experiments.
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Considering the GP and τ configurations related to
Figure 10, it is observable that the combination GP = 1000 and
τ = 0.05 appears among the best ones for three performance
components, and results in the smallest area among all, when
prioritizing energy consumption. This configuration combines
the highest experimented GP with the lowest τ , which indi-
cates fewer split attempts. Thus, we further analyzed this
configuration in terms of tree size. To this end, in Figure 11,
we compared the tree growth according to the amount of
processed stream for this configuration (GP = 1000 and
τ = 0.05), and GP = 500 and τ = 0.1, which is the
combination of the lowest experimented GP and highest τ .

In general, the number of tree nodes generated by SVFDT-I
(both with or without OLBoost) was lower than the ones gener-
ated by the other algorithms. VFDT, in its turn, is the algorithm
that predominantly produced larger trees, independently of the
hyperparameter configuration or dataset.

The most noticeable difference in final tree size occurs for
Agrawal dataset: whereas the tree generated by SVFDT-I has
less than 50 nodes (both in a) and b)), SVFDT-II generated
a tree with around 250 nodes (both in a) and b)), and VFDT
continued to grow until the end of the stream, reaching more
than 450 nodes in a) and 1000 nodes in b). SVFDTs stabi-
lized after some instances of this dataset were processed: for
a), SVFDT-I stabilized after around 5% of the stream was pro-
cessed and SVFDT-II stabilized after 50% of the stream; for
b), SVFDT-I also stabilized after around 5% of the stream was
processed, but SVFDT-II grew until 90% of the stream was
processed, even though it did not grow from 10% to around
80% of the stream.

The Airlines dataset resulted in the largest trees among the
6 datasets. With VFDT, the tree had almost 14000 nodes with
configuration a) and more than 20000 nodes with configuration
b). SVFDT-I resulted in smaller trees, with 8000 nodes for a)
and more than 10000 nodes for b). These examples confirm
the impact that hyperparameter and algorithm selection has on
the tree size.

In the Electricity dataset, it is observable that in configura-
tion a), when 20% of the stream is processed, VFDT begins
to produce a larger tree than the others, but when 60% of the
stream is processed, SVFDT-II begins to generate the largest
tree. However, when 80% of the stream is processed, VFDT
returns to produce the largest tree, ending up with around 50
nodes against around 37 nodes for the SVFDTs. In config-
uration b), VFDT is the largest tree all the time after the
initialization period, with a final tree with more than 120
nodes.

Regarding the Hyper dataset, it reinforces the tree growth
control of SVFDTs, especially of SVFDT-I. In fact, the final
trees of VFDT are larger than twice the size of SVFDTs for
both configurations.

The Sea dataset shows a difference between the SVFDTs.
In configuration a), both versions of SVFDT conclude the tree
growth with around 25 nodes. In configuration b), the final
SVFDTs’ trees have different sizes: SVFDT-I has around 25
nodes and SVFDT-II has around 115 nodes.

For the Usenet dataset, all the trees had the same size in
configuration a). The fact that this dataset presented the lowest

amount of examples and a high GP is a hypothesis for that. In
configuration b), the trees remain equal until 20% of the stream
is processed. After that, SVFDT-I stabilizes after around 50%
of the stream is processed, but the other trees continue to grow
until the end of the stream.

Summing up, higher GP values coupled with smaller τ
tended to produce smaller trees, and VFDT tended to pro-
duce larger trees than SVFDTs. This ratifies the theory and
stresses the hyperparameter selection importance, as well as
algorithm choice.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we investigated energy consumption,
predictive performance, memory and time costs of three differ-
ent algorithms for data stream classification and the influence
of a promising boosting strategy called OLBoost. Energy
and memory consumption are specifically important for green
computing and some EC application domains, which rely on
devices with constrained computational resources and batter-
ies. Additionally, considering that fast algorithms with high
predictive performance are also desired for EC, these four met-
rics should be considered and their choice should be balanced.
The experiments were carried out comparing VFDT, SVFDT-I
and SVFDT-II with the usage of OLBoost in six datasets with
different hyperparameter settings in a Raspberry Pi.

Our results corroborate that the best algorithm depends on
the performance metric prioritization: if energy, VFDT is the
most advantageous; if time, the version of the algorithms
without OLBoost; if accuracy, the use of OLBoost is recom-
mended; if memory, SVFDTs are more propitious, specially
SVFDT-I. In addition, inducing the online trees with OLBoost
demands for resources increase (energy, time and memory) at
the cost of reducing error, in general. Another point to con-
sider when designing ODTs for EC applications, alongside
classification algorithm and performance metrics, is the careful
selection of values for the hyperparameters, since they greatly
impact the tree size.

In this work, we only tested Raspberry Pi as an EC device.
Future works could compare the performance in a scenario
composed of different devices. Another possible continu-
ing work is the evaluation of other families of data stream
classification algorithms. Moreover, although they cannot be
directly compared with the results of this work, non-supervised
approaches could also be evaluated in this type of hardware.
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